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nd vibrational properties of Be2C,
BeMgC and Mg2C using first-principles method

V. Maurya,a U. Paliwal,b G. Sharmac and K. B. Joshi *a

Transport coefficients are calculated combining first-principles calculations with the Boltzmann transport

theory. Electronic states obtained in terms of the k-space eigen-energies from the crystalline orbital

program, based on density functional theory, are Fourier transformed and interfaced with the transport

equations modeled in the BoltzTraP. The calculations are performed for Be2C, Mg2C, and the BeMgC mixed

crystal. The Seebeck coefficient, electronic thermal conductivity and the power factor are calculated. Further,

the transport coefficients are linked to find the electronic fitness function to compare the performance with

other thermoelectric materials. The procedure can also be applied to study the thermoelectric properties of

other materials. The vibrational frequencies at the Brillouin zone centre are calculated generating a Hessian

matrix from the analytical gradients of the energy with respect to atomic coordinates in the three antifluorite

crystals. Moreover, the static, high frequency dielectric constants and Born effective charges are calculated to

find splitting in the longitudinal optic and transverse optic modes. Results are compared with the data

wherever available in the literature and a very good agreement is found in most cases.
1. Introduction

Clean energy is one of the central issues from scientic,
economic and environmental points of view. Efforts have
begun to look into sustainable and efficient sources of clean
energy.1–7 Thermoelectric (TE) and photo-voltaic devices in
conjunction with renewable energy sources play a vital role in
this strategic area such as thermoelectric generators and space
exploration.7,8 Like solar-energy conversion, the TE generators
require enhanced energy efficiency and waste heat recovery
from the exhaust. Reliable, silent or sustainable operations
and small device size are the additional required features.7,9

The challenges are to nd materials having specic and
tailored thermoelectric properties.1–9 Combining quantum
mechanical principles with computational power, it is
possible to simulate and predict properties of materials.4,7,10

Density functional theory (DFT) has been the backbone of such
techniques over the last several decades.11 Now it is also
possible to calculate thermoelectric coefficients by coupling k-
space eigen-energies from rst-principles DFT methods with
the Boltzmann transport equations (BTEs).12,13 No such
provision lies for each computational method used in general
by the community of computational materials scientists.14

These are highly needed because the performance of a TE
material is quantied in terms of the gure of merit (zT), and
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the power factor (PF) which can be obtained theoretically vis-a-
vis experimentally. Such an interface was published for the
Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (LAPW) method recently.15

In this endeavor we couple the k-space eigen-vectors and
eigen-energies calculated from the rst-principles periodic
Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) with the
second principle model based on the BTE embodied in the
BoltzTraP.16–18 The periodic LCAO method is implemented in
the CRYSTAL package.16,17 A series of this crystalline orbital
program in several versions has appeared in literature. In
these, the non-cellular periodic LCAO method enables to use
the Hartree–Fock or the DF theory to nd the E–k curve and
several other properties of a crystal. The Hartree–Fock method
treats the exchange part exactly and correlation part very
poorly. The DFT treats both parts reasonably well but
approximately.16 The multi-valley structures of E–k curves and
the band gap of periodic solids largely depend on the theory
applied and consequently the electronic and thermoelectric
properties vary.18 Recent trends are to use hybrid functionals
to get accurate values of the band gap and bands dispersion
which works well in some solids.19–22 The hybrid functionals
club merit of both approaches. Many methods use a number of
hybrid functionals from the library of exchange and correla-
tion (XC) functionals. On the contrary, one can devise a hybrid
XC functional tuning percentage of mixing in the CRYSTAL98
and higher versions.16,17 Effect on the band gap and bands
dispersion can also be examined. Therefore an interface of the
periodic LCAOmethod with the BoltzTraP will be highly useful
to predict the transport coefficients from the E–k dispersion
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526 | 13515
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spectra provided by the periodic LCAO method.16–18 This is the
major objective of this paper.

Hitherto, oxides cover major section (�70%) of the explored
TE materials. Half or full-Heusler compounds which owe spin-
polarized band structure, skutterudites, clathrates and chalco-
genides share major part of the residual section.2,4,7,23–25

Alkaline-earth metal methanides are technologically important
carbides. The complex chemical synthetic process leads to
either very low yield or very less stability.7,26 The Be2C, Mg2C and
Al4C3 are among a few known alkaline-earth methanides.26–29

Interestingly, Mg2C is only recently synthesized28,29 whereas no
ternary methanide is studied to our knowledge. The Be2C, used
in the ceramic and nuclear technology, has attracted quite a few
theoretical as well as experimental studies.30–38 On Mg2C, the
band gap and the pressure coefficients are calculated employing
local density approximation (LDA) in FP-LAPW method.39,40

Later it is synthesized and characterized by X-ray diffraction
method.28,29 In our earlier work we have studied structural and
bonding properties of Be2C, Mg2C and the hypothetical BeMgC
deploying the periodic LCAO method.41,42 The thermal
conductivity and band gap are proposed without specifying the
carrier density or the chemical potential which is mandatory for
practical purpose.43,44 Thus there are minimal efforts on the TE
studies of carbides. So the second objective is to deploy the
interface between periodic LCAO method and the BoltzTraP to
nd the thermoelectric coefficients of the Be2C, Mg2C and the
BeMgC. Further, we compare the TE performance with other
materials by means of the newly introduced electronic tness
function (EFF).45

While modeling the properties of particularly the ceramics,
nuclear and refractory materials, some limitations remain for
practical applications due to change in properties at high
temperatures. Vibrational properties and nature of bonding are
elemental to the thermal behavior of crystals. Moreover, the
vibration frequencies carry information regarding symmetry
driven structural stability under different conditions.1,44,47 The
frequencies can be compared with the Infrared (IR) and Raman
spectra. Essentially, the visible and infrared radiation used in
conventional IR and Raman spectroscopies interact strongly
with the phonon modes close to the Brillouin Zone (BZ)
centre.1,46–48 Therefore, meaningful information can also be
obtained from frequencies at the G point of the BZ in a crystal.
Further, the Born effective charges (BEC) and the splitting in
longitudinal optical (LO) and transverse optical (TO) modes
provide additional features of the vibration spectra and
dynamical behavior of crystals.16,17,49 Thus it is imperative to
improve upon the current understanding on the vibrational
behavior of the three methanides. Therefore, the third objective
of this work is to present the vibrational frequencies at the BZ
centre, the BEC, static and high frequency dielectric constants
and the LO–TO splitting of vibrational frequencies in Be2C,
Mg2C and BeMgC.

Following is the plan of the remaining part of the paper:
calculations procedures are described in the second section.
Three parts of this section contains computational details,
a brief description to compute the TE properties followed by the
description on zone centre frequencies along with the LO–TO
13516 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526
splitting. Results are presented in the third section. The four
sub-sections cover discussion of results on electronic, thermo-
electric, vibrational and the dielectric properties. Results are
summarized in the last section.
2. Methods and computational details
2.1 Periodic LCAO method

The rst-principles periodic LCAO method is applied.16,17,49,50

The salient features can be found in our earlier work.41 The
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) ansatz based on the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) is applied to treat the XC part of
the Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian.51 The structure is optimized with
an iterative method based on the total energy gradients calcu-
lated analytically with respect to the nuclear coordinates and
numerically with respect to the lattice constants. The conver-
gence is checked from the root-mean-square and absolute value
of the largest component of the gradients and displacements.
The thresholds (in a.u.) for the maximum and the root-mean-
square forces were set to 4.5 � 10�4, 3.0 � 10�4 and those for
displacements the thresholds were 1.8 � 10�3, 1.2 � 10�3

respectively. The complete optimization was ensured when the
four conditions are simultaneously satised for the fractional
coordinates and cell parameters. For exact treatment of the
Coulomb and exchange terms of the total energy operator,
computation of integrals over an innite series is manda-
tory.16,17,49,50 To achieve it in practice, each innite series needs
to be truncated by setting threshold values of controlling
parameters. These tolerance (T) parameters ensure that beyond
cutoff limits the contribution to the total sum is smaller than
10�T that can be neglected. In current calculations, ve toler-
ances of the order of 10�7, 10�7, 10�7, 10�7 and 10�12 were
undertaken to truncate Coulomb and exchange sum.17,49,50 The
SCF process is stopped when two successive cycles differ in
energy by less than 10�8 Hartree in geometry optimization and
10�12 Hartree in force calculations. The antiuorite structure
belonging to the space group Fm�3m (#225) is taken for the three
carbides. The lattice parameters and bulk modulii deduced
from the equation of state E(V) are the same as described in our
earlier work for this crystal structure of the three carbides.41
2.2 Transport properties

The gure of merit zT, expressed above, depends on the thermal
conductivity (k) which contains both electronic (ke) and lattice
(kl) contributions. The electronic part (ke) is usually low in
semiconductors. However, band gaps and bandwidth in the
vicinity of Fermi level affect the electronic part associated with
TE properties. It is well known that many XC functionals are
being used by the community which show variation in the band
gap of semiconductors. Usage of hybrid functional brings the
band gap values close to the many body GW calculations which
are believed to give accurate band gap in semiconductors.19–21

Better agreement of band gap from quasi particle or GW
calculations with the hybrid functional and also with experi-
ments, in some cases, is ascribed to the fact that hybrid func-
tionals essentially augment LDA or GGA by non-local
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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exchange.19–21 The underestimation of band gap by DFT has
commonly been attributed to the inappropriate treatment of the
XC functional20–22,52 and the incomplete cancellation of the
articial self-interaction20,52 within the LDA (local) or GGA
(semi-local) descriptions. The hybrid functional, generally,
combines the 1

4 non-local exchange,
3
4 of the semi-local exchange

with the correlation functional.16,17,20–22,50 The Kohn–Sham
eigenvalues generated using such XC functionals are closer to
those generated from many body perturbation theory. Here,
therefore, we have also deduced band energies using a PBE0
hybrid functional.20–22,52

Now it has become possible to unravel thermoelectric
properties by combining rst-principles methods with the
BTE.15,18,53 The requisite formulation to nd tensors of transport
coefficients from band energies, 3ik of the ith band at a k point
can be found elsewhere.12,13,15,18 Two approximations are made
to simplify the calculation procedure. Firstly, in the constant
relaxation time approximation si,k ¼ s for all i,k and secondly, in
the rigid-band approximation we assume that the band struc-
ture does not vary with temperature or doping. The formulation
gives the electrical conductivity tensor s, thermal conductivity
tensor ke and the Seebeck coefficient S. The temperature and
chemical potential (m) dependent tensors determine the
number of charge carriers.15,18,53 The thermoelectric quantities
are obtained from the average of the diagonal components of
the Seebeck and electrical conductivity tensors.

To compute these tensors, the band energies calculated from
the converged electronic charge density using periodic LCAO
method over a dense grid of k-points need to be linked with the
BoltzTraP. To achieve this an interface is created. The interface
arranges the E–k spectrum from the LCAO method and writes
into the case.energy le required for processing by the Boltz-
TraP to compute the transport coefficients. The interface also
takes care of the units conversion of the energy and the k-
vectors. Lattice vectors and symmetry related information of the
crystal under investigation are given in the case.struct le.
Thereaer another required le namely case.intrans is gener-
ated to completely ll the basket of les BoltzTraP.def. A ow-
chart of the entire process can be found in our recent work
where a similar interface is created to link the energy spectrum
from the LAPW method with the BoltzTraP.15 In the current
study the band energies are calculated over a dense grid size
leading to �10 000 k-points in the irreducible BZ of the three
crystals. The k-points were adequate to ensure convergence in
Fourier expansion coefficients.

Performance of a TE material is quantied in terms of
gure of merit (zT) dened as zT ¼ (SsT)/k where S is the
Seebeck coefficient, s is electrical conductivity, k is thermal
conductivity, and T is absolute temperature. The quantity S2s,
known as the power factor (PF) is of profound interest to
characterize TE materials theoretically as well as experimen-
tally. An ideal TE should follow an electron-crystal phonon-
glass model because high zT requires a large S, high s and
low k. First two transport coefficients also ensure high PF. For
metals and semiconductors, the Seebeck coefficient is given
by:54
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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So for high power at certain temperature, a material should
have high effective mass and low carrier density, which in turn
reduces s. The effective mass comes from the complexity of the
electronic band structure. The degree to which the band
structure can be decoupled with the electrical conductivity and
S is quantied by means of the EFF. Otherwise these have
counterpoising role in determining the gure of merit and the
PF. The EFF (or the t function) is dened as45 t ¼ (s/s)S2(N/V)2/3,
where s is the relaxation time, s/s and S are directly obtained
from band structure and the BTE, (N/V) is the volumetric density
of states directly proportional to the density of states effective
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quanties the favourable thermoelectric performance that is
useful to scrutinize on a scale. The unit of the t-function turns
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2.3 Zone centre frequencies and dielectric tensors

In periodic systems the phonon frequencies at the G point are
calculated by diagonalizing the mass weighted Hessian matrix
(Wij) within the harmonic approximation as:16,17,49,50,55–57

Wk¼0
ij ¼

X
G

H0G
ijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MiMj

p ; (2)

whereMi andMj are themasses of the atoms associated with the
ith and jth coordinates, respectively. Hessian H0G

ij is the second
derivative of the electronic and nuclear repulsive energy E at u¼
0 with respect to displacement ui ¼ xi � x0iof atom A in the 0th

cell, and displacement uj ¼ xj � x0j of atom B in the Gth cell from
the equilibrium positions x0i; x

0
j:
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X
G
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0

; i ¼ 1; ::::3N; j ¼ 1; ::::3N: (3)

The Hessian at u ¼ 0 is calculated by the analytical evalua-
tion of the rst derivative Fjof E with respect to the atomic
displacements:

Fj ¼
X
G

vGj ¼
X
G

"
vE

vuGj

#
; j ¼ 1; ::::::; 3N; (4)

and the numerical evaluation of the derivative
�
vFj

vu0i

�
0

. Since the

displacement step considered here is ui ¼ 0.001 Å, the corre-
sponding change in energy is very small and therefore tight
tolerance in the self-consistent-eld cycles is taken.

The effect of dynamical charge due to macroscopic electric
eld associated with the coherent displacement of crystal nuclei
can be included in the Hessian as a correction.55–58 It takes care
of the long range Coulomb interaction and results into LO–TO
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526 | 13517
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splitting. The LO frequencies are obtained by the additional
non-analytic term to the dynamical matrix (eqn (2)):

Wk/0
ij ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MaMb

p 4p

U

�P
k

qkZ
*
a;ki

� P
k0
qk0Z

*
b;k0 j

!
P
kk0
qk3

N
kk0qk0

; (5)

where U is the cell volume and Z*
ais the BEC tensor of atom a.

The electronic dielectric tensor is evaluated using a nite eld
saw-tooth model50 and the BEC tensor is obtained from the
localised Wannier functions.50,58 The ionic contribution
deduced from frequency eigenvalues um, eigenvector V and
Born tensor Z are added in 3N to nd the static dielectric tensor:

30ijðuÞ ¼ 3ij
N þ 4p

U

X
m

Zm;iZm;j

um
2 � u2

; (6)

where Zm;i ¼
P
a;j
Z*
a;ijVða;iÞj , u is the electric eld frequency,

a labels the N atoms of the unit cell, and i and j indicate the
three Cartesian components.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Electronic states

The lattice constant and bulk modulus reported in our earlier
publication are well reproduced from the total energy curves of
the three crystals.41 The bands dispersion curves delineating
microscopic picture of electronic bands are described in Fig. 1.
The bands structures show that each carbide has indirect band
gap with the valence band maximum (VBM) at G and the
conduction bandminimum (CBM) at X. The G–X gaps, for Be2C,
BeMgC and Mg2C, in order, are 2.90, 1.86 and 2.05 eV. Likewise
Fig. 1 Band structures and the DOS of three carbides using the PBE fun

13518 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526
G–G direct gaps are 4.24, 4.21 and 3.53 eV. Similar calculations
using PBE0 hybrid functional21 suggest that G–X gaps, sequen-
tially for Be2C, BeMgC and Mg2C are 4.37, 3.24 and 3.46 eV
whereas the G–G direct gaps are 5.77, 5.59 and 5.19 eV. Thus
PBE0 gives larger band energies and band gaps than the PBE.
Band gap measurement is attempted only for the Be2C and G–X
indirect band gap is reported.38,40 The authors did not propose
denite value but concluded that the band gap may be more
than at least 1.3 eV.37,38 Moreover, X1v and X 0

4v bands observed at
�11.5 and�6.7 eV from VBM in LEED, ARPES and NEXAFS
experiments are found at �11.46 and�6.79 eV by PBE calcula-
tions. The PBE0 functional locates these bands at�12.87 eV
and�7.71 eV. Thus energies of these states are very well
produced by PBE–GGA in case of Be2C. In case of Mg2C only
a few calculations are available for comparison. The published
calculations reveal that indirect (direct) band gap lies in the
0.67–0.97 eV (1.34–1.9 eV) range.28,40,43 So both PBE and PBE0
predict band gaps beyond the limits proposed by earlier
workers. The LDA used by earlier workers may be the reason for
this discrepancy.52 In BeMgC, interestingly PBE0 calculation
gives a value of 5.6 (�0.1) eV for both G–K and G–G gaps. These
two gaps are separated by 0.25 eV in the PBE bands structure.
Current results follow the trends of compounds with identical
crystal structure wherein the band gap is found more in the
compound with lighter elements.59

It is known that DOS gives the number of electronic states
integrated over k-space in a nite energy interval. The curves
showing electronic DOS are displayed on the right hand panels
of Fig. 1. The occupied DOS can be divided into two parts. In
rst part, the occupied valence band below �10 eV is largely
constituted by the C-2s state present in the three carbides. In
the second part, the upper valence bands extend from �9.5 to
ctional.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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0 eV approaching to the Fermi level. The interacting cationic (Be
and or Mg) 2s2p and C-2p states constitute states in this region.
Additionally, the cationic 2p states interact in bonding and anti-
bonding modes with C-2p state to form remaining valence
bands as well as a few conduction bands in the vicinity of Fermi
energy. There is a minor contribution of outer cation s states
also. Difference in the DOS of three carbides can be marked by
appearance of peaks. The peaks like structures are absent in
Be2C and clearly visible in the other two compounds. These
bands have typical character of C-2p states and play major role
in the thermoelectric properties. Both DOS and dispersion
curves reveal that the lowest valence band of Be2C is very deep
having the largest width and least number of states. On the
contrary, in Mg2C corresponding band has the shortest width
and maximum number of states. This is a manifestation of at
bands in Mg2C. The at bands are normally seen in materials
with ionic character. So, the DOS of BeMgC indicate mixed ionic
and covalent character.
3.2 Thermoelectric properties

As discussed before, experimental studies of band energies and
gaps are reported only for Be2C and the characteristic energies
from PBE are in very good agreement compared to the PBE0
hybrid functional. Also, in a study on SrRuO3 several XC func-
tionals were applied to compute the TE properties and PBE was
found to be the most suitable.60 Therefore, we use the PBE
eigen-energies at k points to compute the TE properties. Also
these properties are studied under the constant relaxation time
approximation wherein s is a constant, and the band structure
is independent of both temperature and doping. The relaxation
time can be estimated from the experimental electrical
conductivity s at given carrier density and temperature. In case
of Be2C, such a specied value of electrical conductivity is not
available. So we have compared the optimum value of s/s
deduced directly from the BTE with the reciprocal of the
experimental resistivity r ¼ 103 mU cm (ref. 61) at 300 K which
gives s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s. In absence of such a data for three
Fig. 2 Variation of (a) Seebeck coefficient and (b) power factor of Be2C

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
carbides, we take this as a representative value of relaxation
time. On the availability of exact value of s the transport coef-
cients can be readily calculated. Dependence of S and PF with
chemical potential (m) is displayed in Fig. 2–4. At four temper-
atures such a dependence for Be2C is shown in Fig. 2(a). Specic
structures appear in S. It shows that by appropriate doping the
Seebeck coefficient of the order of �2.74–1.54 � 10�3 V K�1 can
be achieved. As the range of chemical potential over which this
structure is visible expands with increase in temperature, the
attainable doping level to achieve calculated S increases. One
can see in Fig. 2(b) that optimum PF isy1.36� 10�3 WmK�2 at
100 K and rises to 26.42� 10�3 WmK�2 at 800 K where Sy 2.73
� 10�3 V K�1.

For Mg2C, variation of S and PF with chemical potential is
shown in Fig. 3. It depicts that optimum values of S and PF are
2.94 � 10�3 V K�1 and 17.10 � 10�3 W mK�2 at 300 K. Corre-
sponding values at 800 K are 1.344 � 10�3 V K�1 and 58.20 �
10�3 WmK�2. Similarly, at 300 K the S and PF of BeMgC are 2.91
� 10�3 V K�1 and 9.88 � 10�3 W mK�2. The S and PF lie in
between the corresponding values of Be2C and Mg2C. It is well
expected as bands dispersion and DOS in BeMgC is interme-
diate to those in Be2C and Mg2C. The microscopic variation in
the curvature of bands determines the velocity and effective
mass tensor and consequently trend with respect to chemical
potential is somewhat different in BeMgC than in Mg2C visible
in Fig. 3(b) and 4(b). In mixed compounds mass and concen-
tration dependence affect thermal properties and the effect of
mutual interaction of the sub lattices (Be and Mg in this case)
on thermal properties is not well understood.6

Effect of the electronic states exhibited through DOS can be
clearly seen in the S2s plotted in Fig. 2–4. Widths of the valence
bands in the vicinity of Fermi level are 8.75, 4.844 and 6 eV
respectively for the Be2C, Mg2C and BeMgC from the PBE
calculations. Likewise width of the rst conduction band is
4.36, 3.87 and 4.949 eV. The PF is more in Mg2C wherein bands
are relatively at that is normally found in compounds with
prevalent ionic character. The Mulliken population analysis
also pointed such ionic behaviour in Mg2C.20,35 Carriers in heavy
with chemical potential at s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526 | 13519



Fig. 3 Variation of (a) Seebeck coefficient and (b) power factor of Mg2C with chemical potential at s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s.

Fig. 4 Variation of (a) Seebeck coefficient and (b) power factor of BeMgC with chemical potential at s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s.
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band (at band structure) have low velocity and large effective
mass so Seebeck coefficient is somewhat higher in Mg2C. The
overall effect is the maximum PF of Mg2C among the three
carbides. The dependence of PF on m is shown in Fig. 2(b)–4(b)
reveal that PF depends strongly on the sign of chemical
potential. The curves signify better performance of three
carbides with p-type doping. The asymmetry with respect to sign
is lowest in the Be2C and maximum in Mg2C. The asymmetry is
sufficiently large inMg2C and BeMgC to propose p-type majority
carriers. So both Mg2C and the BeMgC could, in principle, make
a good TE unlike Be2C.

In Fig. 5–7, we plot temperature and concentration depen-
dence of S and PF. The optimum values of the S and PF are
maximum for Mg2C followed by BeMgC and the Be2C. In the
gures both coefficients increase with temperature. The value of
S is comparable to the experimental values 147 mV K�1 in SrTiO3

which has band gap 3.25 eV.62 The difference in the relaxation
time and band gap may cause the residual deviation.60,62
13520 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526
In the three cases the maximum PF is well around the
experimentally realizable high doping (up to 1020 cm�3).4,7,54

The values of PF at three temperatures are listed in Table 1. We
see that at a given temperature PF is maximum in Mg2C that
increases with temperature. Though hole concentration corre-
sponding to the maximum PF is higher in Mg2C (�7 � 1020

cm�3) it is well within the achievable experimental limits. To
predict the values of TE quantities, we need to consider the
variation resulting from the relaxation time. We have taken s ¼
4 � 10�14 s in all calculations reported above. However, in the
case of Mg2C thermal conductivity �34 W mK�1 is reported at
300 K using plane wave pseudopotential (PP) method.43,44 The
comparison with the optimum value obtained in the current
calculations give s ¼ 4.4 � 10�15 s.43 It alters the relaxation time
by a factor of�10�1. Therefore we calculated optimum values of
PF and ke also at s ¼ 4.4 � 10�15 s, and give in Table 1. It
furnishes the range of transport coefficients. Reviews on the
basis of high-throughput calculations suggest that PF more
than 3 � 10�3 W mK�2 at experimentally realizable doping are
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 Variation of (a) S and (b) PF of Be2C with p-type doping when s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s.

Fig. 6 Variation of (a) S and (b) PF of Mg2C with p-type doping when s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s.
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promising for the next generation thermoelectrics and less than
1 � 10�3 WmK�2 are of little use.4,7 In a few theoretical vis-a-vis
experimental studies it is observed that calculations usually
underestimate the PF.60,62 In view of these, we may infer that the
values of PF will be more than those listed in Table 1. The
predicted PF of Mg2C is better than the values suggested for TE
materials on the basis of datamining techniques covering many
thousand compounds.4,5,7,45 BeMgC may also be tried at higher
temperatures once it is synthesized in the laboratory.

In Table 1, optimum values of the electrical and thermal
conductivity of the three carbides are also listed. At the three
temperatures s is almost same for the three carbides. It is
maximum for Be2C and �2.6 times the conductivity of Mg2C.
Note that these optimum values occur at different levels of
carrier concentration. The electronic thermal conductivity also
follow nearly the similar trend. In the three compounds ke is
negligibly small below 1021 cm�3 and rises thereaer. Therefore
the reported values are found at �1023 cm�3. In case of BeMgC
both coefficients are in between the Be2C and Mg2C.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
In a recent work on a quaternary mixed compound, the
gure of merit (zT) is interpreted in terms of generalized
material parameter which connects the thermal conductivity,
band gap and the newly dened weighted mobility.6 It is
proposed that for a good thermoelectric the weighted mobility
and the band gap should be high and the zT is proportional to
the band gap. It is also mentioned that the materials with wide
band gap have modest theoretical PF.6 Though the carbides
containing magnesium have band gap � 2 eV, the PF is good as
discussed before. It may be a consequence of the larger effective
mass resulting from the non parabolic bands in eqn (1) which
facilitate enhanced thermoelectric performance.63 To examine it
further, measurement of transport coefficients shall be fruitful.

As discussed earlier, the transport function EFF i.e. t
measures the extent to which a complex band structure
decouples s and S. It is proposed to nd and screen materials
that overcome reciprocal behaviour of s and S in achieving
a good thermoelectric behaviour. In order to compare the
performance of the three carbides with the promising TE
materials we have calculated the EFF i.e. t-function introduced
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526 | 13521



Fig. 7 Variation of (a) S and (b) PF of BeMgC with p-type doping when s ¼ 4 � 10�14 s.

Table 1 Calculated PF, s and ke at the optimum carrier density and two relaxation times (s)

Temp (K) Transport coefficients

Be2C BeMgC Mg2C

4 � 10�14 s 4.4 � 10�15 s 4 � 10�14 s 4.4 � 10�15 s 4 � 10�14 s 4.4 � 10�15 s

300 PF(10�3 W mK�2) 6.78 0.75 9.88 1.09 17.10 1.93
ke (W mK�1) 628 68 334 38.4 244 27.00
s (106 S m�1) 86.7 9.5 47 5.2 33 3.7

500 PF(10�3 W mK�2) 13.93 1.52 19.40 2.13 31.00 3.43
ke (W mK�1) 1043 116 578.9 63.94 409 45.00

800 PF(10�3 W mK�2) 26.33 2.88 35.94 3.96 58.20 6.47
ke (W mK�1) 1678 186 922.2 101.18 655 71
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recently.45 The EFF for three crystals are plotted in Fig. 8. The
function gradually decreases and becomes negligible beyond
1022 cm�3. At higher temperature the EFF is more. According to
the screening criteria, the p-type materials having EFF more
than that of FeNbSb (0.75 � 1012 W5/2 ms�1/3 K�2 at 300 K and
2.10 � 1012 W5/2 ms�1/3 K�2 at 800 K, shown by horizontal lines
in Fig. 8) are useful in TE applications.45 The optimum value of
PF for this reference compound lies in the 4.3 to 5.5 � 10�3 W
mK�2 range at 800 K. The Mg2C has the PF in this range and the
EFF is more than FeNbSb up to a certain carrier concentration.
Thus Mg2C ts into this criterion. Moreover, it turns out to be
a better TE compared to the similar p-type compound Mg2Ge (t
¼ 0.85). The Mg2Si (t ¼ 1.18) is albeit better than the Mg2C.45

The EFF of Be2C also satises the screening criterion but the PF
is somewhat lower and other type of carriers will also have some
contribution which does not help to make it a good
thermoelectric.
3.3 Vibrational frequencies and LO–TO splitting

The IR and Raman frequencies are calculated at the zone centre
i.e. at G-point of the BZ. The classied active modes and cor-
responding frequencies are listed in Table 2. For the antiuorite
crystals the group theory suggests either g or u type modes. The
13522 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526
Be2C and Mg2C contain six optical modes at the G point. The
irreducible presentation for the two crystals is:

G ¼ 3F2g 4 6F1u. (7)

The g and u indicate symmetric and anti symmetric normal
modes. F1u arises from the Cation–C(apical) whereas F1g arises
from the C(central)–C(apical) vibrations. In Be2C, excluding the
three translational acoustic modes belonging to the F1u repre-
sentation, there are 3 Raman active (3F2g) and 3 IR active (3F1u)
optic modes. The Raman active modes vibrate at 722.41 cm�1

and IR active modes at 632.48 cm�1. In the long wavelength
limit, optical phonons couple to the macroscopic electric elds
in ionic crystals. It manifests in the difference in the frequency
of LO and TO at the G-point and shows the LO–TO split. In Be2C,
the LO, TO modes do not overlap and the anti-symmetric IR
optical mode exhibits an LO–TO split of 333.34 cm�1.

In Mg2C, the three Raman active modes vibrate at
389.18 cm�1 while IR active modes vibrate at 421.78 cm�1.
These are in very good agreement with 387.76 cm�1,
437.79 cm�1 reported by PP method28 and 387 cm�1, 428 cm�1

reported by Quantum Espresso using norm-conserving PP
method.64 Calculations using LDA in the PAW method found
these modes at 406.26 and 559.44 cm�1.43 So each calculation,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 8 Concentration and temperature dependence of the EFF (the t-
function) for (a) Be2C, (b) Mg2C and (c) BeMgC. The horizontal lines
mark that materials having EFF above these lines at 300 and 800 K are
very good thermoelectric.
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except the one using PAW, gives nearly similar frequencies. It is
observed that Mg2C is synthesized at 15 GPa and fully recover-
able under ambient conditions. In view of this it is remarkable
to see absence of negative zone centre frequencies in Mg2C
calculations. The BeMgC mixed crystal shows the G ¼ 9F irre-
ducible representation with reduced symmetry and 9 modes.
The rst three IR and Raman active acoustic modes have zero
frequencies. There are two sets of optic modes. In each set, the
three TO modes have 519.83 cm�1 and 565.59 cm�1 frequen-
cies. Both these sets are IR and Raman active and show mixing
of the TO and LO modes. Although absence of imaginary
frequencies alone does not ascertain stability of crystals, the
non-appearance in BeMgC increases the chances of BeMgC
synthesis in laboratory.

The vibrational frequencies and the active modes change
with atoms and symmetry. The optical modes are sensitive to
the inter-cellular interaction and therefore generalized trend
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
(uL)
2 J (uT),2 is usually seen in the vibration spectra of the three

materials. Unlike pure methanides, BeMgC shows mixing of the
LO–TO modes. The replacement of Be by Mg reduces symmetry
and the interaction between Be–Mg cations leads to the
lowering of the LO frequency by 17.7 cm�1 from the TOmode of
565.59 cm�1 frequency. In fact, one of active Raman mode ari-
ses from the vibration of cations. The Be–Be bond length (dBe–Be
y a/2) and mass is lower than the Mg–Mg so the frequency is
larger in Be2C. In BeMgC, both inter-cellular environment and
appearance of Be–Mg bonds alter the frequencies of vibration.
Further, electro-negativity of Be and Mg leads to asymmetry in
polarization which causes mixing of the LO, TO modes in
BeMgC.
3.4 Born effective charges and dielectric properties

Now we present the calculated BEC, high frequency (3N) and the
static dielectric tensors (30). BEC is the derivative of polarization
with respect to atomic position at zero macroscopic electric
eld. Hence this and related quantities exhibit dynamical
properties of crystals and categorized mathematically as tensor.
The BEC captures change in polarization with respect to atomic
displacement. The three crystals show isotropic behaviour and
the values are given in Table 3. Calculated BEC on two cations
and carbon is about 20% lower than the formal charge
(+2|e|;�4|e|) in the two methanides. In BeMgC, the dynamical
charges on the three atoms are less in comparison to the formal
charge. We found the maximum reduction (�30%) on the
beryllium. Further, we note that Z*

C ¼ 2Z*
Cation and the sum ruleP

a

Z*
a;ij ¼ 0 is very well followed. The BEC, dielectric constants

and susceptibility reveal that the tendency of polarization under
electric eld is more in Be2C and less in the Mg2C. It leads to
a larger contribution of vibrational part (Column-VII) in the 30

(Column-V). The total contribution (30) decreases in the Be2C >
BeMgC > Mg2C order. The available values of Mg2C taking LDA
in the PP method64 are also given in Table 3. We note that our
results well reconcile. A difference of �39% in the 3N is found.
To check if this is due to the lattice constant, we calculated the
dynamical tensors at the experimental lattice constant of Mg2C.
These numbers, within parenthesis, are given in a row of Table
3. Only amarginal reduction in difference (�38.5%) is observed.
To check if this is due to the band gap we also calculated the
dielectric constants and the refractive index using the empirical
relations among band gap, high frequency dielectric constants
and the refractive index proposed by Moss.65 The deviations in
the dielectric constant and refractive index (n) from Moss
formulation are about 13% and 7%. In case of the PP results
deviation rises to 20% and 29%.

The Born effective charges and the LO–TO splitting are
closely related. Themore is the BEC themore is the LO–TO split.
In Table 3, the isotropic BEC are listed. The non-zero value in
each case signies the LO–TO splitting. We note that the BEC is
maximum on the constituent atoms in Be2C and the LO–TO
split 333.34 cm�1 is the largest. This and the acquiescence of
the BEC sum rule exhibited by the three carbides ensure reli-
ability of our calculations. In Mg2C, the anti-symmetric mode
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526 | 13523



Table 2 Frequencies (in cm�1) calculated at the BZ centre together with the LO–TO split. In BeMgC the TOmodes are both IR and Raman active
and have F symmetry. The values given in parenthesis are calculated at the experimental lattice constant

Be2C

Mg2C

BeMgCThis work

Others work

PPa PAWb PPc

TO IR F1u 632.52 421.78 (394.21) 437.79 406.26 428 519.83
Raman F2g 722.41 389.18 (374.12) 387.76 — 387 565.59

LO F1u 965.85 635.99 (613.41) — 559.44 588 754.57
547.91

LO-TO F1u 333.33 214.21 (219.20) — 153.18 160 234.74
�17.68

a Calibrated from the graphical data of ref. 28. b Ref. 43. c Ref. 64.

Table 3 Dynamical BEC ðZ*
aÞ, high frequency (3N) and static (30) dielectric constants together with the contribution of the vibrational part (3u). The

refractive index and susceptibility are also given. The values given in parenthesis for Mg2C are calculated at the experimental lattice constant

Dynamical charge
Z*

a(electrons)

Isotropic dielectric tensor

c n30 3N 3u

Be2C This work Be 1.605 15.124 6.486 8.638 5.4856 2.547
C �3.210

Mossb — — 5.723 — — 2.392
Mg2C This work Mg 1.588 (1.599) 13.280 (14.211) 5.839 (5.869) 7.441 (8.342) 4.839 (4.869) 2.416 (2.423)

C �3.175 (�3.197)
PPa Mg 1.57 15.4 8.15 7.25 — —

C �3.14
Mossb — — 6.807 — — 2.609

BeMgC This work Be 1.409 12.278 6.209 6.069 5.209 2.492
Mg 1.569
C �2.978

Mossb — — 7.147 — — 2.673

a Ref. 64. b Ref. 65.
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shows LO–TO splitting of 214.28 cm�1. This is more than the
153 cm�1 obtained from the PAW method using LDA43 and
160 cm�1 obtained from the LDA-PP method.64 It may be
noticed that absolute TO frequencies from LDA-PP method are
in very good agreement while LO frequencies differ by 48 cm�1

leading to a less LO–TO split. The effect of LDA and GGA reects
in the lattice constant, volume and bulk modulus determina-
tion. Due to the over-binding tendency, the LDA underestimates
the lattice constant, volume and overestimates the bulk
modulus. This is one of the reason for the differences with the
LDA-PP results. So, at the rst place, we can see the effect of
volume by computing the LO–TO split and the BEC in Mg2C at
the experimental lattice constant. The LO–TO split and the
dielectric constants are given in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. A
difference of 5 cm�1 is found which is negligible in view of the
fact that numerical inaccuracy in current calculations is
2 cm�1.57 The values of BEC, listed in Table 3, at experimental
lattice constant are close to those at the equilibrium lattice
constant. Thus role of LDA or GGA appearing in terms of
volume estimation is not the only reason for the residual
13524 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 13515–13526
discrepancy. The Raman and the IR spectroscopic measure-
ments are required for a fair comparison.
4. Conclusions

The Seebeck coefficient, power factor and thermal conductivity
are calculated for the antiuorite crystals of Be2C, Mg2C and
BeMgC using the rst-principles calculations. Modelling of TE
properties predict PF of Mg2C in the 5.17–58.20� 10�3 WmK�2

range within 100 to 800 K. The better performance can be
achieved at �2 � 1021 cm�3 p-type doping level. The PF is well
above the 3 � 10�3 W mK�2 required at experimentally realiz-
able doping level for the next generation thermoelectrics. The
hypothetical BeMgC mixed compound also exhibits such
properties above 300 K. The value of EFF for Mg2C is well above
the threshold on the scale of a good thermoelectric. Moreover,
major contribution of p-type carriers is observed in the energy
transport. So Mg2C is a good candidate for the thermoelectric
measurements and usage. It is found above Mg2Ge and below
Mg2Si on the EFF scale. The BeMgC may probably be a good
thermoelectric unlike Be2C. For a rigorous analysis
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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measurements of transport coefficients shall be fruitful.
Nevertheless, the current study demonstrates that the interface
used in this study can be well applied to explore TE properties of
other materials using the periodic LCAO method.

For the three methanides, the zone centre vibration
frequencies are in very good agreement with other calculations.
The BEC, static as well as high frequency dielectric tensors,
susceptibility and refractive index are isotropic in nature for the
three crystals. A consistent trend and a good accord with
available results is observed. Calculated BEC charges and
susceptibility show that Be2C has the maximum tendency of
polarization and hence exhibits largest LO–TO splitting. The
band gap measurement and spectroscopic investigations of the
vibrational properties of the methanides shall be helpful to
examine our ndings rigorously.
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